
It’s that Time of the Year 

The North American stock markets took a small time out in September but quickly returned to new 
highs in October and have continued their upward path in November. November has traditionally been 
the start of a very good 6-month time period, for the major US stock markets. We obviously do not 
know if history will once again repeat itself but what we can do is see if we have more buyers than 
sellers in the market by reviewing our indicators. 

When we look for strong stock markets, we always like to see more stocks advancing than declining. The 
Nasdaq Dorsey Wright - Advance/Decline indicator- that measures the difference between advancing 
and declining stocks that trade on the  NYSE hit a high in June and September of 2021 at 130,000. After 
some back and forth it made a new high in October 2021 and is now at 131,500 – a new all time high. 
So, we just went through a 4 - month consolidation period for this indicator and now we are off to new 
highs. This can continue for some time or it can reverse down. We now have 2 new support areas for 
this indicator with the 2nd support going back to March 2021. We notice the last big breakout occurred 
in November 2020 at 115,000. We were also looking very good in November 2019 with the breakout to 
new highs at 111,500. It subsequently reversed down in February 2020 in advance of the March 2020 
meltdown. We are hoping that the March 2020 event was extraordinary and will not be repeated this 
year. We will continue to monitor the situation with our other indicators. 

   



As those that read this blog know, we do like to track the movement of the main indicator, the Bullish 
Percent for the NYSE which measures the percentage of stocks on the NYSE that are on a Point & Figure 
buy signal. In July this indicator reversed down to our 50% demarcation point  and now is very close to 
going to a higher high at 62%. What is important, is that this indicator is moving north at the present 
time suggesting demand coming back to the market which has been the case since it reversed higher in 
mid- October. You will notice that it moved higher in August and down in September and now back up in 
October. So, although we had some selling, it was not overwhelming for the market, and we do have our 
longer- term indicator – Positive Trend indicator for the NYSE – remain well above 50% at 64%. 
However, it continues to look south rather than north at this time. 

So, we are hopeful that the November to April period reflects the many positive times it has produced 
rewarding opportunities. But, it will likely not be without some challenges also. We will simply have to 
watch and observe and see what the price movement tells us. Hopefully, the good earnings story that 
has developed will continue throughout 2022. 

 

Please call or email me any questions.   
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